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Abstract

Semantics methods have been used to prove cut elimina-
tion theorems for a long time. It is only recently that they
have been extend to prove strong normalization results, in
particular for theories in deduction modulo. However such
semantic methods did not apply for systems with recursors
like Gödel system T. We show in this paper how super nat-
ural deduction provides a bridge between superconsistency
of arithmetic and strong normalization of system T. We then
generalize this result to a family of inductive types before
discussing the dependant case.

1. Introduction

When building a new theory, there are several criteria
one wants this theory to meet. In particular thecut elimi-
nationproperty which means that the cut rule is redundant.
This property ensures the consistency of the theory. In an
intuitionistic framework (as it is the case in the present pa-
per) it also gives the so-calledwitness property: if a proof is
ending by the introduction of the existential quantifier one
can exhibit a witness of this existence.Normalizationof
a theory is also a desirable property. It ensures the termi-
nation of the proof reduction process, gives a way to con-
struct witnesses, and eases the potential implementation of
the theory. In a system where all the cuts are captured by
the reduction rules (like in the typed lambda calculus), cut
elimination is a consequence of normalization.
Gentzen was the first to prove, with a syntactic method, the
theorem of cut elimination in sequent calculus(Hauptsatz)
[15]. More recently semantics approaches have been intro-
duced (for instance in [26, 28, 25, 18]) for building proof
with respect to some notion of model that has been used
by De Marco and Lipton [9] to prove cut elimination of the
Intuitionistic Higher-Order Logic, and by Okada [22] for in-
tuitionistic Linear Logic (first and higher-order). The bright
side of semantic proofs is that they abstract from synctactic
details intrinsic to the type system and concentrate on es-
sential arguments. Therefore, they obediently adapt to lan-
guage extentions and allow to characterize classes of theo-

ries that meet cut elimination property.
More recently, a link between such semantic methods and
normalizationresults has been done in the frame ofdeduc-
tion modulo[13]. This semantic criterion, called super-
consistency, implies the normalization property of every
theory expressed as a rewrite system. This has led for in-
stance to the semantic proofs that Heyting’s arithmetic (i.e.
Peano axioms considered in an intuitionistic setting) is not
only consistent, but also verifies the strong normalization
property [1][14]. Although systems with recursors enjoy
syntacticproofs of strong normalization (cf Tait’s proof
for Gödel system T [27]), they have been reluctant to this
method so far.
Recursors are used to compute with inductive types on
which today’s proof-assistants heavily rely to express most
theories. This is especially the case of the COQ proof assis-
tant [29, 24, 16]. Also many recent programming languages
with support for dependant types such as AGDA[21] include
such recursors. Recursors allow the user to easily describe
recursive functions and properties while ensuring the strong
normalization of the system, which is proved (syntactically)
once for all in the metatheory.

In this paper we propose to bridge the gap between de-
duction modulo and systems with recursors by exhibiting
an intermediate system. This system relies onsupernatural
deduction, an instance of the superdeduction principle [5]
for natural deduction. Supernatural deduction is yet another
way to integrate a theory into natural deduction in the form
of inferences rules and had initially been introduced in or-
der to provide a typing system for the rewriting calculus [7].
Fortunately, system T computational behaviour is naturally
captured (with no complexity speed-up) by some terms of
this calculus whose typing rules exactly match those of the
recursors. It is therefore sufficient to prove normalization
of supernatural deduction for this particular theory to ob-
tain that of system T. That’s where semantic methods come
into play.

Indeed, a precedent paper [4] has shown that deduc-
tion modulo and supernatural deduction are equivalently
normalizing for the same theory. In other words: the way
a theory is injected into a deduction system is immate-
rial for the normalization property. We shall then use



super-consistency arguments to ensure normalization of
the supernatural deduction system simulating system T
reductions. This is done by providing a family of so-called
B-models for the theory from which this later supernatural
deduction system has been derived.

The semantics arguments being clearly identified, we
then generalize the whole reasoning to a system with
recursorsà la system T for a certain family of mutu-
ally inductive types. This confirms the validity of our
approach and provides the foundations of a possible
implementation (this system has actually already been
played with in lemuridae, a proof-assistant prototype for
the sequent calculus counterpart of supernatural deduction).

System T being rather a programming language than a
deduction system, we finally discuss the extension of our
approach to dependant types,i.e. predicate logic. Simu-
lation through supernatural deduction is still valid. On the
semantic side, the system T being in some way a impover-
ished version of arithmetic, its super-consistency [1] fitsour
needs. We show how our method adapts to deduction sys-
tem with rewriting. The paper ends with a conjecture that a
much larger family of inductive types could be captured by
rewriting, as pioneered in [3].

2. Framework

2.1. Deduction systems

Predicate logic
Our starting point is natural deduction for predicate logic.
The proof-term language is given by the following gram-
mar, whose constructs are respectively typed by the usual
typing rules(Ax), (⇒ I), (⇒ E), (∧I), (∧E1), (∧E2),
(∨I1), (∨I2), (∨E), (⊥E), (∀I), (∀E), (∃I) and(∃E) (see
[17] for instance).

π ::= α

| λα.π | (π π′)
| 〈π, π′〉 | fst(π) | snd(π)
| i(π) | j(π) | (δ π1 α.π2 β.π3)
| I | (δ⊥ π)
| λx.π | (π t)
| 〈t, π〉 | (δ∃ π x.α.π′)

The variablesx, y, . . . are variables of the first-order theory
whileα, β, . . . are proof variables. Notice that the variables
α,β andx are bound inλα.π, λx.π, (δ π1, α.π2, β.π3) and
(δ∃ π, x.α.π′). As usual, the process of cut elimination is
modeled by (generalized)β-reduction, whose rules are re-

minded below.

(λα.π1 π2) ⊲ π1{α := π2}
fst(〈π1, π2〉) ⊲ π1

snd(〈π1, π2〉) ⊲ π2

δ (i(π1)) α.π2 β.π3 ⊲ π2{α := π1}
δ (j(π1)) α.π2 β.π3 ⊲ π2{β := π1}

(λx.π t) ⊲ π1{x := t}
δ∃ 〈t, π1〉 x.α.π′

⊲ π2{x := t, α := π1}

Deduction Modulo (DM)
Deduction Modulo is a formalism that aims at distinguish-
ing reasoning from computation in proofs. Modern type
systems feature a rule so-calledconversion rulewhich al-
lows to identify propositions which are equal modulo beta-
conversion.

(CONV)
Γ ⊢ t : T T ≡β T ′

Γ ⊢ t : T ′

A side-effect of this rule is to allowcomputationinside the
proof, the computation being performed by proof reduc-
tion. The idea of deduction modulo [11] is to study the phe-
nomenon of computation inside a proof in a simpler frame-
work: predicate logic, where propositions are identified by
a congruence. The congruence depends on the theory. It
is usually defined as the symmetric and transitive closure
of a rewrite system over first-order terms and propositions.
Therefore, the typing rules of deduction modulo are those
of natural deduction, modulo the congruence. This may be
explicited by a rephrasing of the inference rules, as shown
for the implication elimination below.

(⇒E)
Γ ⊢ C Γ ⊢ A

Γ ⊢ B
C ≡ A ⇒ B

The other rules of deduction modulo are build in the same
way upon natural deduction (see figure 3 in appendix for
the full system). In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the-
ories expressed by proposition rewrite systems defined as
follows. We call themcomputational theories.

Definition 1 (Proposition rewrite system). We callpropo-
sition rewrite ruleevery ruleR : P → ϕ rewriting atomic
propositions into propositions build upon the language of
predicate logic restricted to the connectives⇒ and ∀.
Moreover, we suppose thatFV(ϕ) ⊆ FV(P ).
We define aproposition rewrite systemas an orthogonal,
hence confluent set ofproposition rewrite rules.

We shall call DMR the deduction modulo system
parametrized by the rewrite systemR. The proof-terms are
left unchangedw.r.t natural deduction, only the types are
identified.
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Example 1 (Equality on naturals). Let us consider the
rewrite systemR formed by the proposition rewrite rule
Req : (S x) = (S y) → x = y. Then the termλα.α

has type(100 = 100) ⇒ (0 = 0) (among others) inDMR

with only one step of reasoning but 100 steps of rewriting
that are transparent in the proof:

Ax (100=100)≡(0=0)
α :100=100⊢α :0 = 0(⇒I)

⊢λα.α : (100=100)⇒(0=0)

In deduction modulo, proof reduction may however not
terminate, depending on the theory defined byR. This is
the case for very simple (and even consistent) theories like
the one defined byP → (P ⇒ P ) [13]. On the other hand,
the strong normalization ofDMR implies the consistency of
R. Therefore, finding criteria which entails the strong nor-
malization of deduction modulo is an active research topic,
which has lead to elegant proofs of normalization for arith-
metic and set theory [14, 1, 12].

Supernatural deduction (SND)
While deduction modulo succeeds in hiding purely com-
putational steps of reasoning, it fails at getting rid of the
“noise” of trivial proof steps. Supernatural deduction [19, 5]
addresses this issue by turning a theoryR into new infer-
ence rules for natural deduction. As an example, the rewrite
rule R⊆ : A ⊆ B → ∀x (x ∈ A ⇒ x ∈ B) is translated
into the following inference rules.

(R⊆I)
Γ, x ∈ A ⊢ x ∈ B

Γ ⊢ A ⊆ B
x /∈ FV(Γ)

(R⊆E)
Γ ⊢ A ⊆ B Γ ⊢ t ∈ A

Γ ⊢ t ∈ B

The original idea of supernatural deduction is to propose a
proof-term language that keeps trace of new rules during
proof-reduction while raising the notion ofcut to the level
of predicates ((R⊆I)− (R⊆E) cuts for the example above).

Let us see the formal definition of this system. We call
SNDR the supernatural deduction system associated toR.
The proof-terms are those of natural deduction extended
with two constructs:

π ::= λR(−→x ) | (π R(−→m)) | . . .

They allow to interpret the super-rules. In the patternR(−→x )
the constructorR is applied to a sequence of variables that
may be either term or proof variables. In the termR(−→m) it
is applied to a sequence of terms that may be either terms
of the theory or proof-terms. We can now define the typing
rules that correspond to the terms above.

Definition 2. Thearity of a formulaϕ is a sequence of∀
and⇒ symbols defined by induction onϕ as follows

• if ϕ is atomicarity(ϕ) = [ ],
• if ϕ = ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 thenarity(ϕ) = (⇒,arity(ϕ2)),
• if ϕ = ∀x ϕ1 thenarity(ϕ) = (∀,arity(ϕ1)).

Let ϕ be a formula, a sequence forϕ is a sequence of dis-
tinct variables such that then-th variable of the sequence
is a proof variable if then-th element of the arity ofϕ is ⇒
and a term variable otherwise.

We note−→x variable sequences. Moreover for any vari-

able t, (t [ ]) = t and if −→x = (x,
−→
x′ ) then (t −→x ) =

((t x)
−→
x′ ). If C has typeφ and−→x is a sequence forφ,

we may say that−→x is a sequence forC.

Definition 3 (Computation of the introduction rules).
Consider a proposition rewrite ruleR : P → ϕ. Consider
a sequencel for ϕ of variables that do not occur in the rule.
We associate toR an introduction rule forP of the form

(R I)
premI(Γ, ϕ, l)

Γ ⊢ (λR(l).π) : P
cond(Γ,ϕ,l)

Where the sequentpremI(Γ, ϕ, l) and the condition
cond(Γ, ϕ, l) are defined by induction on the structure of
ϕ as follows

• if ϕ is atomic then
premI(Γ, ϕ, l) = (Γ ⊢ π : ϕ)
cond(Γ, ϕ, l) = ∅

•
premI(Γ, A ⇒ B, (α,l)) = premI((Γ, α : A), B, l)
cond(Γ, A ⇒ B, (α,l)) = cond((Γ, A), B, l)

•
premI(Γ, ∀x A, (y,l)) = premI(Γ, A{x := y}, l)
cond(Γ, ∀x A, (y,l)) = cond(Γ, A{x := y}, l)

∪ {y 6∈ FV(Γ)}

Definition 4 (Computation of the elimination rules).
Consider a proposition rewrite ruleR : P → ϕ. Consider a
sequencel for ϕ of names. We associate toR an elimination
rule for P of the form

(R E)
Γ ⊢ π : P premE(Γ, ϕ, l)

concl(Γ, (π R(l)), ϕ, l)

Where the multiset of sequentspremE(Γ, ϕ, l) and the se-
quent concl(Γ, π′, ϕ, l) are defined by induction on the
structure ofϕ as follows

• if ϕ is atomic then
concl(Γ, π′, ϕ, l) = (Γ ⊢ π′ : ϕ)
premE(Γ, ϕ, l) = ∅

•
concl(Γ, π′, A ⇒ B, (τ,l)) = concl(Γ, π′, B, l)
premE(Γ, A ⇒ B, (τ,l)) = {Γ ⊢ τ : A}

∪premE(Γ, B, l)

•
concl(Γ, π′, ∀x A, (t,l)) = concl(Γ, π′, A{x := t}, l)
premE(Γ, ∀x A, (t,l)) = premE(Γ, A{x := t}, l)
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Example 2 (Proof-terms for the inclusion). Our defini-
tion of⊆ uses a witness and charges an assumption into the
context. Thus, the associated proof-terms are those given
by the following typing rules:

(R⊆I)
Γ, α:(x ∈ X) ⊢ A : (x ∈ Y )

Γ ⊢ λR⊆(x, α).A : (X ⊆ Y )
x /∈ FV(Γ)

(R⊆E)
Γ ⊢ A : (X ⊆ Y ) Γ ⊢ B : (t ∈ X)

Γ ⊢ AR⊆(t, B) : (t ∈ Y )

Definition 5 (Generalized cut elimination). The elimina-
tion of a generalized cut is represented by a reduction which
transmits the witnesses and the lemmas to the proof.

(λR(−→x ).π R(−→m)) ⊲ρ π{−−−−→x := m}

When seeing supernatural deduction proof-terms as very
simpleρ-terms of the rewriting calculus [8], the generalized
cut elimination is then aρ-reduction step. Hence the nota-
tion.

Supernatural deduction modulo (SNDM)
We finally definesupernatural deduction modulo, which
combines both systems.

Definition 6 (Supernatural deduction modulo). Let R1

and R2 be two rewrite systems composed of proposition
rewrite rules. We callsupernatural deductionR1 modulo
R2 (SNDMR1

R2
) the deduction system formed bySNDR1

where the propositions are considered moduloR2 after the
computation of the supernatural deduction rules.

Notice that we fall back in the case of deduction mod-
ulo (resp. supernatural deduction) whenR1 (resp. R2) is
empty. Let us now state the main result about supernatural
deduction modulo.

Proposition 1 (SNDM soundness and completeness).Let
R1 andR2 be two proposition rewrite systems.SNDMR1

R2

is sound and complete with respect to natural deduc-
tion within the theory formed by axioms of the form
∀−→x (P (−→x ) ⇔ ϕ(−→x )) for each proposition rewrite rule
P → ϕ present inR1 ∪R2.

Proof. By combining the similar results for deduction mod-
ulo and supernatural deduction respectively stated in [11]
and [19].

Several criteria have been studied that ensure deduc-
tion modulo or supernatural deduction strong normaliza-
tion. Transferring them from one system to another has
been extensively studied in [4]. We adapt here one of the
results that suits our needs.

Proposition 2 (Strong normalization property transfer).
LetR1 andR2 be two proposition rewrite systems. Strong
normalization ofDMR1∪R2 implies that ofSNDMR2

R1
.

Proof. The idea is to translate theλR(−→x ).π R(−→m) redexes
of SND by λ−→x .π −→m ones in deduction modulo which re-
duce toπ{−−−−→x := m} in a finite number of steps. The trans-
lation is well-typed thanks to the congruence of deduction
modulo.

2.2. Semantic tools

Let us see now a semantic criterion over computational
theories that implies deduction modulo (thus supernatural
deduction) strong normalization. It has been introduced in
[10] and used in [1] to prove strong normalization of a com-
putational presentation of Heyting’s arithmetic.

Definition 7 ((full) Pseudo Heyting algebra). Let B

be a set and≤ a relation on B. A structure 〈B,≤
, ∧̃, ∨̃, ⊥̃, ⊤̃, ∀̃, ∃̃, ⇒̃〉 is a Pseudo Heyting algebraif forall
x, y ,z, c in B anda in ℘(B),

• ≤ is a preorder onB,
• ⊥̃ is a minimum ofB for ≤,
• ⊤̃ is a maximum ofB for ≤,
• x∧̃y is a lower bound ofx andy,
• x∨̃y is a upper bound ofx andy,
• ∀̃ and ∃̃ (infinite lower and upper bounds) are func-

tions from℘(B) to B such that:
• ∀̃ (infinite lower bound) is a function from℘(B) to B

such that:

– x ∈ a ⇒ ∀̃a ≤ x,
– (∀x ∈ a c ≤ x) ⇒ c ≤ ∀̃a,
– x ∈ a ⇒ x ≤ ∃̃a,
– (∀x ∈ a x ≤ c) ⇒ ∃̃a ≤ c.

• x ≤ y⇒̃z ⇔ x∧̃y ≤ z.

Definition 8 (Ordered pseudo Heyting algebra).An or-
dered pseudo Heyting algebra is a pseudo Heyting algebra
together with a relation⊑ onB such that

• ⊑ is an order relation,
• ⊤̃ ≤ b andb ⊑ b′ then⊤̃ ≤ b′,
• ⊤̃ is a maximal element for⊑ and⊥̃ is a minimal ele-

ment for⊑,
• ∧̃, ∨̃, ∀̃, ∃̃ are monotonous,̃⇒ is left anti-monotonous

and right monotonous.

Definition 9 (Complete ordered PHA). An ordered
pseudo Heyting algebra is said to becompleteif every sub-
set ofB has a greatest lower bound for⊑.

Definition 10 (Modulo intuitionistic model). Let L be a
language. AnIntuitionist modelM of L is :
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• a setM ,
• a complete ordered pseudo Heyting algebraB,
• for each function symbolf of arity n a functionf̂ from

Mn to M ,
• for each predicate symbolP of arity n a functionP̂

fromMn to B.

Definition 11 (Denotation). Let M be a model,A be a
proposition andφ be an assignment. We defineJAKφ as
follows:

JxKφ = φ(x)

J⊥Kφ = ⊥̃

J⊤Kφ = ⊤̃

Jf(t1, . . . , tn)Kφ = f̂(Jt1Kφ, . . . , JtnKφ)

JP (t1, . . . , tn)Kφ = P̂ (Jt1Kφ, . . . , JtnKφ)
JA ∧ BKφ = JAKφ∧̃JBKφ

JA ∨ BKφ = JAKφ∨̃JBKφ

JA ⇒ BKφ = JAKφ⇒̃JBKφ

J∀x AKφ = ∀̃{JAKφ,x:=v | v ∈ M}

J∃x AKφ = ∃̃{JAKφ,x:=v | v ∈ M}

Definition 12 (Models for computational theory). A
model of a computational theorywhose rewrite rules are
R1 → R′

1, . . . , Rn → R′
n is such that for each assign-

mentφ, JRiKφ = JR′
iKφ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Definition 13 (Super-consistency).A computational the-
ory issuper-consistentif, for each compete ordered Heyting
algebraB, there exists aB-model of this theory.

Finally, the main property of a super-consistent theory
is to bear a model valuated in the reducibility candidates
algebra and thus to normalize [13].

Proposition 3 (Normalization). If a computational theory
R is super-consistent, then each proof inDMR1 strongly
normalizes.

As a consequence, by proposition 2, if a computational
theoryR1∪R2 is super-consistent thenSNDMR2

R1
strongly

normalizes.

3. Gödel System T

We introduce in this section a theoryDMǫ,nat and prove
that its super-consistency implies the strong normalization
of system T.

Definition 14. The system T is a subset of natural deduction
restricted to(Ax), (⇒I) and(⇒E). We add

• the constantsnat, 0, S and a infinity of symbolsrecτ

whereτ is formed withnat and⇒
• the axioms0 : nat, S : nat ⇒ nat and the axiom

schemerecτ : τ ⇒ (nat ⇒ τ ⇒ τ) ⇒ nat ⇒ τ

• the reduction rules

λx.t u ⊲ t{x := u}
recτ a f 0 ⊲ a

rec
τ a f (S n) ⊲ f n (recτ a f n)

Example 3 (Functions in System T).

+= λa :nat.λb :nat.(recnat 0 λx :nat.λy :nat.(S y) b)
×= λa :nat.λb :nat.(recnat

0 λx :nat.λy :nat.(+ y a) b)

The aim of this section is to provide an original seman-
tic proof of system T normalization: we will first intro-
duce a rewrite system defining a deduction modulo sys-
tem DMǫ,nat. Then we show the super-consistency of
DMǫ,nat which implies its normalization. Finally we mi-
grate from DMǫ,nat to a supernatural deduction system
SNDMnat

ǫ which faithfully mimics system T proofs and
computational behavior. A final lemma reduces strong nor-
malization for the system T to strong normalization for
SNDMnat

ǫ and permits to conclude that system T is normal-
izing, as the process of migrating from deduction modulo
to supernatural deduction preserves the strong normaliza-
tion property (proposition 2).

3.1. The DMǫ,nat system

Definition 15 (DMǫ,nat). For any propositionP we can
form withnat and⇒ we add a constanṫp. We add a con-
stantǫ. The rewrite rules are:

ǫ(ṗ)→P

nat→∀p (ǫ(p) ⇒ (nat ⇒ ǫ(p) ⇒ ǫ(p)) ⇒ nat ⇒ ǫ(p))

Theorem 1. TheDMǫ,nat system is super-consistent.

Proof. Let B be an ordered and complete PHA. We build a
B-modelM of DMǫ,nat as follows:
The domainM of M is B. JǫK = id.
We look for an interpretation ofnat such thatJnatK =
J∀p (ǫ(p) ⇒ (nat ⇒ ǫ(p) ⇒ ǫ(p)) ⇒ nat ⇒ ǫ(p))K. For
any elementf of B, we build a modelMf wherenat is in-
terpreted byf . LetΦ be a function fromB to B mappingf
to J∀p (ǫ(p) ⇒ (nat ⇒ ǫ(p) ⇒ ǫ(p)) ⇒ nat ⇒ ǫ(p))KMf .
B is ordered and complete andΦ is monotone (becausenat

only appears in positive position in∀p (ǫ(p) ⇒ (nat ⇒
ǫ(p) ⇒ ǫ(p)) ⇒ nat ⇒ ǫ(p))). ThusΦ has a fixpointF .
We chose thisF to interpretnat in M.
Finally for eachṗ we chose :̂ṗ = JP KM.
By constructionM is aB-model ofDMǫ,nat. ThusDMǫ,nat

is super-consistent.

Corollary 1. DMǫ,nat is strongly normalizing.

Proof. By proposition 3.
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3.2. From DMǫ,nat to SNDMnat
ǫ

Definition 16 (SNDMnat
ǫ ). We keep the rewrite rule

scheme:
ǫ(ṗ) → P

We replace the rewrite rule

nat → ∀p (ǫ(p) ⇒ (nat ⇒ ǫ(p) ⇒ ǫ(p)) ⇒ nat ⇒ ǫ(p))

by the inference rules of figure 1. The associated instance
of theρ reduction rule is :

λRnat(x, α, β).π Rnat(t, π0, πs)⊲ρπ{x, α, β := t, π0, πs}

Lemma 1. SNDMnat
ǫ is normalizing.

Proof. By proposition 2.

Our goal is to deduce from this normalization theorem
that system T is terminating. To do so, we need to prove that
we can simulate the computational behaviour of the system
T in SNDMnat

ǫ , in particular that the two reduction rules of
the re cursor are simulated in the onlyρ rule. The construc-
tors 0 andS are encoded by the following proof-terms in
SNDMnat

ǫ .

ν0 = λRnat(p, α, β).α
νS = λn.λRnat(p, α, β).

(β n (λx.λy.λz.(z Rnat(p, y, z) α β n)))

The reader may point up here thatνS is not in
normal form and could be have been reduced to
λn.λRnat(p, α, β).(β n (n Rnat(p, α, β))). This is due to
the fact that we have chosen to curryrecτ , unlike other pre-
sentations of system T which impose that the recursor is
always applied to three arguments at once. As a conse-
quence, theβ-expanded version ofνS presented above eases
the proof of lemma 3. We recognize then inν0 andνS the
number0 and the successor function defined on Parigot in-
tegers [23], which are a recursive (compared to iterative)
version of Church integers.

Definition 17 (Translation from system T toSNDMnat
ǫ ).

‖t u‖ = ‖t‖ ‖u‖
‖λx.t‖ = λx.‖t‖
‖recτ

nat‖ = λx.λy.λz.(z Rnat(τ̇ , x, y))
‖O‖ = ν0

‖S‖ = νS

‖x‖ = x if x is a variable

Lemma 2 (Soundness).For all π : T in System T then
‖π‖ : T in SNDMnat

ǫ .

Proof. By induction onπ.

Lemma 3 (Simulation). Letπ andπ′ be two proofs in sys-
tem T such thatπ ⊲ π′, then‖π‖ ⊲

+
ρ ‖π′‖ in SNDnat.

Proof. By induction onπ.
The non trivial cases are the following:.

• recτ
nat u v 0 ⊲ u

‖recτ
nat u v 0‖

= λx.λy.λz.(z Rnat(τ̇ , x, y)) ‖u‖‖v‖ ν0

⊲
3
ρ ν0 Rnat(τ̇ , ‖u‖, ‖v‖)
= λRnat(p, α, β).α(Rnat(τ̇ , ‖u‖, ‖v‖))

⊲ρ ‖u‖

• recτ
nat u v (S n) ⊲ v n (recτ

nat u v n)

‖recτ
nat u v (S n)‖

= λu.λv.λt.(t Rnat(τ̇ , u, v)) ‖u‖ ‖v‖ (νS ‖n‖)
⊲

3
ρ (νS ‖n‖) Rnat(τ̇ , ‖u‖, ‖v‖)

= (λn.λRnat(p, α, β).
(β n (λx.λy.λz.(z Rnat(p, y, z) α β n))) ‖n‖)
Rnat(τ̇ , ‖u‖, ‖v‖)

⊲
2
ρ ‖v‖ ‖n‖ (λx.λy.λz.(z Rnat(τ̇ , y, z) ‖u‖ ‖v‖ ‖n‖))

= ‖v n (recτ
nat u v n)‖

Theorem 2 (Relative normalization). The strong normal-
ization ofSNDMnat

ǫ implies that of System T.

Proof. Consider a reduction sequenceπ ⊲ π1 ⊲ π2 ⊲ . . . in
system T. By lemma 3,‖π‖ ⊲

+
ρ ‖π1‖ ⊲

+
ρ ‖π2‖ ⊲

+
ρ . . . is a

reduction sequence inSNDMnat
ǫ and thus is finite according

to lemma 1. So is the one in system T.

4. Inductive types

We now generalize this result to a family of mutually
inductive types. This opens the door to an implementation
of a proof assistant with recursors but no primitive reduction
rule for recursors.

4.1. Simple types with recursors

Let T Y be a set oftypesymbols andC a set ofconstruc-
tor symbols:

T Y ::= nat,btree, list, . . .

C ::= 0, S, Cons, . . .

Definition 18 (Very strictly positive types). LetRT be a
subset ofT Y . The set of very strictly positive types associ-
ated toRT is defined by:

PT (RT ) ::= RT | RT ⇒ PT (RT )
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(RnatI)
Γ, α : ǫ(x), β : nat ⇒ ǫ(x) ⇒ ǫ(x) ⊢ π : ǫ(x)

Γ ⊢ λRnat(x, α, β).π : nat
x 6∈ FV(Γ)

(RnatE)
Γ ⊢ π : nat Γ ⊢ π0 : ǫ(t) Γ ⊢ πs : nat ⇒ ǫ(t) ⇒ ǫ(t)

Γ ⊢ π Rnat(t, π0, πs) : ǫ(t)

Figure 1. Typing rules of SNDnat

Definition 19 (Signature). A signatureΣ is a set of pairs
of typed constructors(Ci : Pi) ∈ C × PT (RT ) where
RT ⊆ T Y . We say thatCi is a constructor forrt if the
conclusion type ofPi is rt, i.e. Pi = . . . ⇒ rt.

Example 4 (Trees and Forests).In the signatureΣ consti-
tuted by the follwing set:

Node : frst ⇒ tree

Leaf : frst

Cons : tree ⇒ frst ⇒ frst

Node is a constructor fortree, Leaf and Cons are con-
structors forfrst.

From here on letΣ be a signature for a subsetRT of
T Y. We call ST (simple types) the set of propositions
formed byRT and⇒. We callML (minimal propositional
logic) the subset of natural deduction restricted to(Ax),
(⇒ I) and (⇒ E). In particular the proof-terms are
restricted to variables, abstractions and applications.

For everyrt ∈ RT , τ ∈ ST andϕ ∈ PT we define a
proposition∆τ

rt
(ϕ) by induction onϕ as follows.

∆τ
rt

(A) = τ if A ∈ RT
∆τ

rt(A ⇒ B) = A ⇒ ∆τ
rt(B) if A 6= rt

∆τ
rt(rt ⇒ B) = rt ⇒ τ ⇒ ∆τ

rt(B)

This intuitively corresponds to the part of a constructor in
the elimination scheme we will associate tort. As an ex-
ample,∆τ

nat(nat ⇒ nat) = nat ⇒ τ ⇒ τ .

Definition 20 (Elimination scheme). To every recursive
type rt ∈ RT we associate an elimination schemeετ

parametrized byτ ∈ ST :

ετ (rt) = ∆τ
rt

(t1) ⇒ . . . ⇒ ∆τ
rt

(tn) ⇒ rt ⇒ τ

wheret1, . . . , tn = {Pi | (Ci : Pi) ∈ Σ}

We then enrich the deduction system with respect toΣ
by adding an axiom for each constructor ofΣ as well as
recursor constants for each recursive type typed by the cor-
responding elimination scheme.

Definition 21 (Simple type system with recursors).

MLΣ = ML ∪ Σ ∪ {recτ
rt

: ετ (rt) | rt ∈ RT }

Example 5 (Trees and Forests).Given the signatureΣ of
the previous example,MLΣ is the type systemML enriched
with the axiomsNode : frst ⇒ tree, Leaf : frst, Cons :
tree ⇒ frst ⇒ frst as well as the two axiom schemes
parametrized byτ :

recτ
tree

: frst ⇒ tree ⇒ τ

recτ
frst

: τ ⇒ (tree ⇒ frst ⇒ τ ⇒ τ) ⇒ frst ⇒ τ

4.1.1 Reduction rules

Let τ be some type. Letrt ∈ RT , (C : P ) be one of his
constructors,(−→u , t) a sequence forrecτ

rt
, −→x a sequence for

C, andf a variable. We define the termΘτ
rt,−→u

(−→x , P, f) by

induction on both−→x andP as follows.

Θτ
rt,−→u

([ ], rt, f) = f

Θτ
rt,−→u

((x,
−→
x′ ),A ⇒ B, f) =Θτ

rt,−→u
(
−→
x′ , B, (f x)) if A 6= rt

Θτ
rt,−→u

((x,
−→
x′ ), rt ⇒ B, f)=Θτ

rt,−→u
(
−→
x′ , B, (f x (recτ

rt

−→u x)))

This corresponds to the right hand-side of the reduction rule
we will associate to a constructor ofrt. As an example, we
get the following term for the type of the constructorS.

Θτ
nat,(a,f)((n),nat ⇒ nat, f) = f n (recτ

nat
a f n)

Definition 22 (Reduction rules associated to a type).Let
τ be some type. Letrt ∈ RT . We nameRτ

rt
the set of

reduction rules composed of

(recτ
rt

−→u (Ci
−→xi)) ⊲ Θτ

rt,−→u (−→xi , Pi, ui)

for every(Ci : Pi) constructor ofrt, where−→xi is a sequence
for Ci and−→u is a sequenceu1, . . . , un of variables such that
for all variable t, (−→u , t) is a sequence forrecτ

rt
.

The setR(Σ) of reduction rules scheme parametrized by
τ associated to a signatureΣ is then naturally defined as:

R(Σ) =
⋃

rt∈RT

Rτ
rt

Example 6 (Trees and Forests).For the signatureΣ pro-
posed in example 5, we get the following reduction system.

recτ
tree u1 (Node t1) ⊲ u1 t1

recτ
frst

u1 u2 Leaf ⊲ u1

recτ
frst

u1 u2 (Cons t1 t2) ⊲ u2 t1 t2 (recτ
frst

u1 u2 t2)
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Definition 23 (MLΣ proof reduction). The proof-terms of
MLΣ are identified by the union ofR(Σ) andβ-reduction.

Proposition 4 (Subject reduction). For all signatureΣ,
MLΣ enjoys the subject reduction property.

Proof. The rules ofR(Σ) are type preserving.

4.2. Translation to SNDM

We will now encode bothMLΣ judgments and compu-
tational behaviour into theSNDMR2

R1
supernatural deduc-

tion modulo system. The predicate symbols are those of
RT along with a unary predicateǫ. To each proposition
τ ∈ ST we associate a constant symbolτ̇ of sort κ. We
finally defineR1 as the infinite proposition rewrite system
which reifies them to the propositional level:

R1 = {ǫ(τ̇) → τ | τ ∈ ST }

Remark 1. The infinite nature ofR1 is not intrinsic of our
encoding. We could actually have used a finite one consist-
ing in one constanṫrt per recursive type symbol and its a
decoding ruleǫ(ṙt) → rt, along with a binary predicate
symbol⇒̇ decoded by the rulė⇒(x, y) → x ⇒ y. As an
example, the propositioṅ⇒(⇒̇( ˙nat, ˙nat), ˙nat) would be
congruent to(nat ⇒ nat) ⇒ nat in this setting. How-
ever, for the sake of simplicity, we stick to the infinite version
in this paper.

Let us now defineR2 according to the signatureΣ. For
everyrt ∈ RT , ϕ ∈ PT and first-order variablep, we
define a propositionδt

rt
(ϕ) by induction on the structure

of ϕ as follows.

δ
p
rt

(A) = ǫ(p) if A ∈ RT
δ

p
rt

(A ⇒ B) = A ⇒ δ
p
rt

(B) if A 6= rt

δ
p
rt

(rt ⇒ B) = rt ⇒ ǫ(p) ⇒ δ
p
rt

(B)

Definition 24 (Proposition rewrite rules associated to rt).
To every recursive typert ∈ RT we associate proposition
rewrite ruleRrt parametrized byτ ∈ ST :

Rrt : rt → ∀p δ
p
rt

(t1) ⇒ . . . ⇒ δ
p
rt

(tn) ⇒ ǫ(p)

wheret1, . . . , tn = {Pi | (Ci : Pi) ∈ Σ}

Let us state the essential property of these rules.

Lemma 4. Positivity For everyrt type inRT and Rrt :
rt → φ the associated rewrite rule, the occurrences ofrt

are in positive position inφ.

Proof. By induction on the type ofrt constructors.

These rules constituteR2:

R2 = {Rrt | rt ∈ Σ}

which means that for eachrt ∈ RT we get two inference
rules (rtI) and (rtE) whose general shape is given by
figure 2.

Let us see now how we encode the constructors ofMLΣ

with proof-terms ofSNDMR2

R1
. Let (C : P ) be a con-

structor ofrt ∈ RT , (p,−→u ) a sequence forRrt,
−→x a se-

quence forC, andf a proof variable. We define the term
θ

p

rt,−→u
(−→x , P, f) by induction on both−→x andP as follows.

θ
p

rt,−→u
([ ], rt, f) = f

θ
p

rt,−→u
((x,

−→
x′ ),A ⇒ B, f) = θ

p

rt,−→u
(
−→
x′ , B, (f x)) if A 6= rt

θ
p

rt,−→u
((x,

−→
x′ ), rt ⇒ B, f)= θ

p

rt,−→u
(
−→
x′ , B, (f x r(p, x,−→u )))

Wherer(p, x,−→u ) = λ−→v .λy.(y Rrt(p,−→v ) −→u x)

Definition 25 (Proof-term encoding a constructor). Let
(Ci : Pi) be a constructor ofrt ∈ RT , −→x a sequence for
Ci and (p,−→u ) = p, u1, . . . , un a sequence forRrt. We define
the proof-term

νCi
= λ−→x .λRrt(p,−→u ).θp

rt,−→u
(−→x , Pi, ui)

as the proof-term encoding the constructorCi.

Example 7 (Trees and Forests).The proposition rewrite
rules Rtree andRfrst respectively associated totree and
forest are:

recτ
tree →∀p frst ⇒ ǫ(p)

recτ
frst

→∀p ǫ(p) ⇒ (tree ⇒ frst ⇒ ǫ(p) ⇒ ǫ(p)) ⇒ ǫ(p)

The constructorsNode, Leaf andCons are encoded by the
following proof-terms in supernatural deduction.

νNode = λx.λRtree(p, α).(α x)
νLeaf = λRfrst(p, α, β).α
νCons = λx.λy.λRfrst(p, α, β).

(β x y (λδ.λγ.λz.(z Rfrst(p, δ, γ)) α β y))

Definition 26 (Translation from MLΣ to SNDMR2

R1
).

‖t u‖ = ‖t‖ ‖u‖
‖λx.t‖ = λx.‖t‖
‖recτ

rt‖ = λ−→x .λt.(t Rrt(τ̇ ,−→x ))
‖C‖ = νC

‖x‖ = x if x is a variable

Lemma 5 (Soundness).For all proof-termπ in MLΣ, if
π : T then‖π‖ : T in SNDMR2

R1
.

Proof. By induction onπ.
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(rtI)
Γ, α1 : δ

p
rt

(t1), . . . αn : δ
p
rt

(tn) ⊢ π : ǫ(p)

Γ ⊢ λRrt(x, α1, . . . , αn).π : rt
p 6∈ FV(Γ)

(rtE)
Γ ⊢ π : rt Γ ⊢ π0 : δ

p
rt

(t1) . . . Γ ⊢ πn : δ
p
rt

(tn)

Γ ⊢ π Rrt(t, π0, . . . , πs) : ǫ(t)

Figure 2. General shape of SNDMR2

R1
typing rules

Theorem 3 (Simulation). Let π and π′ be two proofs in
MLΣ such thatπ ⊲ π′, then‖π‖ ⊲

+
ρ ‖π′‖.

Proof. The interesting case is that ofrec
τ
rt

−→u t which is
treated by induction on the constructors ofrt.

Corollary 2 (Relative normalization). The strong-
normalization ofSNDR2

R1
implies that ofMLΣ.

4.3. Strong normalization

We shall now prove the super-consistency ofDMR1∪R2 ,
therefore strong normalization ofSNDMR2

R1
.

Theorem 4. R1 ∪R2 is superconsistent.

Proof. Let B be an ordered and complete PHA. We build a
B-modelM of R1 ∪R2 as follows. The domainM of M
is B. We therefore interpretǫ by the identity onB.
To give an interpretation to the zero-ary predicates
rt1, . . . , rtn of RT , the proof slightly differs from the
one for System T since we have to handle mutually recur-
sive types (trees and forests for instance). For every tuple
(f1, . . . , fn) of Bn we can define a modelM(f1,...,fn) of
the language∀,⇒, rt1, . . . , rtn wherert1 is interpreted by
f1, rt2 byf2, etc. We callEM the set made of of these mod-
els for every(f1, . . . , fn) of Bn. We then define a function
Φ from EM to EM which maps a modelM(f1,...,fn) to a
modelM(f ′

1,...,f ′

n) wheref ′
i is the interpretation of the right

hand-side ofRri
in M(f1,...,fn) :

f ′
1 = J∀p . . . ⇒ rt1 ⇒ . . . ⇒ ǫ(p)KM(f1 ,...,fn)

...
f ′

n = J∀p . . . ⇒ rtn ⇒ . . . ⇒ ǫ(p)KM(f1 ,...,fn)

We extend now the order⊑ to EM the following way:
M(f1,...,fn) ⊑ M(f ′

1,...,f ′

n) if f1 ⊑ f ′
1, . . . , fn ⊑ f ′

n. Then
by lemma 4,Φ is monotone for⊑ and thus we can build a
fixpointM(F1,...,Fn) of Φ.
We complete this modelM(F1,...,Fn) by interpreting every
τ̇ by JτK to obtainM.

Corollary 3. For all signatureΣ, MLΣ enjoys the strong
normalization property.

5. Extension to Heyting arithmetic

The next natural extension of this system is to anno-
tate types with dependant information. A dependant ver-
sion of System T would be Heyting arithmetic. The type of
the recursor is then decorated into the following induction
scheme, whereP is a proposition:

P{0} ⇒ (∀y P{y} ⇒ P{S y}) ⇒ ∀n P{n}

Let us see how to encode this system in supernatural
deduction modulo as we have done for system T.

We first introduce a unary predicateN(n) which ex-
presses the fact thatn is a natural number. This is the depen-
dent counterpart ofnat. The associated proposition rewrite
rule is then:

RN : N(n) → ∀p 0 ∈ p ⇒ heredN(p) ⇒ n ∈ p

Wherehered is defined as follows.

heredN(p) = ∀m (N(m) ⇒ m ∈ p ⇒ (S m) ∈ p)

The associated super-rules are then

(RNI)
Γ, α : 0 ∈ x, β : heredN(x) ⊢ π : n ∈ x

Γ ⊢ λRN(x, α, β).π : N(n)
x 6∈ FV(Γ)

(RNE)
Γ ⊢ π : N(n) Γ ⊢ π0 : 0 ∈ t Γ ⊢ πs : heredN(t)

Γ ⊢ π RN(t, π0, πs) : n ∈ t

and the instance of theρ-calculus reduction rule forRN is
still the same as forRnat.

λRN(x, α, β).π RN(t, π0, πs) ⊲ρ π{x, α, β := t, π0, πs}

The real differencew.r.t. the non-dependant version is
the type ofβ which now takes as an argument a first-order
termn along with the proof ofN(n) that it is a natural num-
ber. This is reflected by the type of0 andS encodings:

ν0 = λRN(x, α, β).α : N(0)
νS = λn.λνn.λRN(x, α, β).(β n νn (νn RN(x, α, β)))

: ∀n N(n) ⇒ N(S n)

An interesting point here is that, contrary to the non-
dependent case, the types ofν0 and νS left us no choice
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concerning their implementation. Indeed, the only way to
get a proof ofN(0) is throughα while we are forced to
re-useβ to inhabit the type ofνS. Since theρ-reduction
rule is generic and notad-hocfor this particular case, this
indicates that the computational behaviour of the system is
fully contained in the type of the induction scheme, which
is a well-known result in System F.

Proving super-consistency of this theory is still possible
using the same positivity argument. It has actually be done
in [1], which proposes a deduction modulo presentation
of Heyting’s arithmetic and proves its normalization. The
proof is a bit more technical since it requires a more com-
plex description and semantic denotation of the constants
encoding the propositions (those meant to instantiate∀p in
RN). This still can be done in a finite number of rewrite
rules using explicit substitutions as described in [20].

An exciting aspect of this later proof is that it not only
expresses the induction scheme using a rewrite rule but
also equality as well as+ and × definitions, without
changing anything to the proof. Put into perspective with
the present work, this offers a flexible proof method to
prove strong normalization of types systems with recursors
mixed with function and proposition symbols defined by
rewrite systems, which is a challenging research topic [2, 6].

One last remark concerning equality is that it is usually
expressed by a parametrized inductive type which encodes
the fact that it is the smallest reflexive predicate in systems
like COQ. On the other hand, [1] encodes it by the following
rewrite system.

0 = 0 → ⊤ (S n) = 0 → ⊥
(S n) = (S m) → n = m 0 = (S n) → ⊥

We conjecture that every parametrized inductive type can
be simulated by a similar proposition rewrite system.

6. Conclusion

We have introduced a new semantic method to prove sys-
tem T termination by exhibiting an intermediate system be-
tween deduction modulo and system T based on supernatu-
ral deduction. We then have extended the result to a family
of inductive types and have finally shown how the method
could be applied to Heyting arithmetic as a dependant ver-
sion of system T with rewrite rules on proposition.

This is the first step of a generalization of the results pre-
sented section 4 to a class of dependant inductive typesà
la Martin-Löf. Another research topic would be the en-
coding of parametrized inductive types by means of propo-
sition rewrite rules as conjectured above. Finally, it would
be interesting to instantiate the proposition rewrite system

simulating system T for superdeduction applied to sequent
calculus [5]. This probably would provide a good intuition
of what a classical calculus with recursors could looks like.
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A. Deduction modulo typing rules

(Ax) α : A ∈ Γ andA ≡ B
Γ ⊢≡ α : B

Γα : A ⊢≡ π : B
(⇒I) C ≡ (A ⇒ B)

Γ ⊢≡ λα.π : C

Γ ⊢≡ π : C Γ ⊢≡ π′ : A
(⇒E) C ≡ (A ⇒ B)

Γ ⊢≡ (π π′) : B

Γ ⊢≡ π : A Γ ⊢≡ π′ : B
(∧I) C ≡ (A ∧ B)

Γ ⊢≡ 〈π, π′〉 : C

Γ ⊢≡ π : C
(∧E2) C ≡ (A ∧ B)

Γ ⊢≡ fst(π) : A

Γ ⊢≡ π : C
(∧E1) C ≡ (A ∧ B)

Γ ⊢≡ snd(π) : B

Γ ⊢≡ π : A
(∨I1) C ≡ (A ∨ B)

Γ ⊢≡ i(π) : C

Γ ⊢≡ π : B
(∨I2) C ≡ (A ∨ B)

Γ ⊢≡ i(π) : C

Γ ⊢≡ π1 : D Γα : A ⊢≡ π2 : C Γβ : B ⊢≡ π3 : C
(∨E) D ≡ (A ∨ B)

Γ ⊢≡ (δ π1 α.π2 β.π3) : C

(⊤I) A ≡ ⊤
⊢≡ I : A

Γ ⊢≡ π : B
(⊥E) B ≡ ⊥

Γ ⊢≡ (δ⊥ π) : A

Γ ⊢≡ π : A
(∀I) B ≡ (∀x A), x 6∈ FV (Γ)

Γ ⊢≡ λx π : B

Γ ⊢≡ π : B
(∀E) B ≡ (∀x A)

Γ ⊢≡ (π t) : A{x := t}

Γ ⊢≡ π : A{x := t}
(∃I) B ≡ (∃x A)

Γ ⊢≡ 〈t, π〉 : B

Γ ⊢≡ π : C Γα : A ⊢≡ π′ : B
(∃E) C ≡ (∃x A) andx 6∈ FV (Γ, B)

Γ ⊢≡ (δ∃ π x.α.π′) : B

Figure 3. Typing rules for deduction modulo with a congruence ≡
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